Subject:- Assignment of charge.

Government Order No. 114-JK (Agri) of 2020
Dated 26-06-2020

In the interest of administration, the following transfers and adjustments are hereby ordered with immediate effect:-

1. Mr. Krishan Kant, I/C SMS-III Hiranagar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SDAO Billawar.

2. Mr. Koushal Chandil, I/C SMS-III HSS Reasi is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SDAO Hiranagar.

3. Mrs. Dolly John, I/C SMS-III Budhal is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SDAO Samba.

4. Mr. Vikas Koushal, I/C SMS-III Pranoo is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SDAO Basholi.

5. Mr. Sushil Rattan Sharma, I/C SDAO Pranoo is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SDAO Dansal.

6. Mr. Subash Singh, I/C SMS-III Shopian is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Hiranagar.

7. Harun Bhat, I/C SDAO Thathri is transferred and shall lookafter the charge of the post of SDAO Pranoo.

8. Mr. Kuldeep Raj Basan, under orders of transfer to lookafter the charge of SMS-III Kakapora is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Pranoo.

9. Mr. Jatinder Kumar Koul, Under order of transfer to lookafter the charge of the post of SMS-III Baramulla is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Udhampur.

10. Mr. Ravi Raman Raina, Under order of transfer to lookafter the charge of the post of SMS-III Handwara is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Billawar.
11. Mrs. Anju Shalla, Under orders of transfer to look after the charge of the post of SDAO Nowshera is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Dansal.

12. Mr. Ratan Lal Sharma, Under orders of transfer to look after the charge of the post of SMS-III Achabal is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Hiranagar.

13. Mr. Mohd Yousuf Shakoor, I/C Enforcement inspector, Pulwama is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III shopian.

14. Mrs. Neelofar Qureshi, I/C Headquarter Asst. Srinagar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Sumbal.

15. Mr. Mushtaq Ahmad Sheikh, I/C AEO Srigufwara is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMs-III kulgam.

16. Mr. Zamir Ahmad Khan, I/C SCA Srinagar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III shopian.

17. Mrs. Rubia Jabeen, I/C Research Asst. STL Budgam is transferred and Her services are placed at the disposal of Director Agriculture Kashmir for further duties.

18. Mr. Farooq Ahmad Sofi, I/C AAI, Ganderbal is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SDAO Sumbal.

19. Mr. Gh. Hassan Parray, I/C Research Asstt. Markundal is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Gurez.

20. Mr. Anil Kumar Kachroo, I/C Agri. Asstt O/O ADO(Veg) Jammu is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Marwah.

21. Mtr. Farhat, I/C AEO Narbal is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Kulgam.

22. Mr. Abdul Razak Mir, I/C FDA Nuner is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Tral.

23. Mr. Sanjay Kumar Sharma, I/C Research Assistant Doda is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Kishtwar.
24. Mr. Gurmeet Singh, I/C Research Asst. STL Baramulla is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Baramulla

25. Mr. Farooq Ahmad Bhat, I/C SCA Kangan is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Sogam

26. Mr. Prem Chand, I/C Agri. Assistant Rajouri is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Nowshera.

27. Mr. Shabir Ahmad Rather, I/C AEO Bandipora is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III tangdar.

28. Mr. R. K Mankotia, I/C Plant Protection Asstt. Udampur is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Kishtwar

29. Mr. Ab. Majid Mir, I/C AEO Nadihal, Bandipora is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III sopore.

30. Mr. Gh. Nabi Wani (RBA), I/C AEO, Nagam, Kulgam is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Quimoh.

31. Mr. Mohd Saleem Khan, I/C AEO Kunzar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Tangdar.

32. Mr. R. C Sharma, I/C Sr. Scientific Asstt is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Ramnagar.

33. Mr. Gulzar Ahmad Shah, I/C AEO Sumbal is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III sopore.

34. Mr. Pradeep Kumar Sharma, I/C Research Asstt, Agri Chemist Jammu is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Basohli.

35. Mr. Showkat Hussain Bhat, I/C Manager Bosian is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Achabal.

36. Mohd Sultan Changa I/C AEO Sangrama, Sopore is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SDAO Kangan

37. Rakesh Kumar Raina, I/C AEO Dharan, Reasi is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SDAO Nowshera
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38. Abdul Wahid Mir, I/C AEO Duligam Ramban is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III HSS Reasi
39. Jagdeep Singh, I/C AEO Panjah Kalakote is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Budhal
40. Bashir Ahmad Alamgir, I/C AEO Gulabbagh is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SDAO Gurez
41. Fida Hussain, I/C ADA Kulgam is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SDAO Sogam
42. Manoj Kumar Pandoh, I/C SCA Arnas is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SDAO Thathri
43. Prince Ah. Bhat, I/C ADA Uri is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Shopian
44. Arjmund Soleh, I/C Research Asst. SSO, Sgr is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Kakapora

The above arrangements shall be:-

a) Purely temporary for a period of six months only to look after the work of charge of the post assigned or till these posts are filled up under rules by DPC/PSC whichever is earlier.

b) Not confer any right of superior claim in favour of the officers for regularization and shall be without prejudice to the outcome of any writ petition(s) pending consideration before any competent court(s).

c) Reversible without any prior notice to any officer(s) in whose case any adverse report/remarks are received from any organization/agency.

d) The above list may not be strictly in order of seniority and will be subject to the final outcome in this regard.


Sd/-
(Navin K. Choudhary ), IAS
Principal Secretary to Government
Agriculture Production Department

Dated. 26.06.2020
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